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Abstract 

The improvement of dependable procedure with compelling bacterial strains for the 

decolorization of azo dye Acid Red151 is a significant part of bioremediation. The present 

investigation means to describe the natural capability of bacterial separates segregated from 

cowdung. The disconnects were tried for salt resilience, pH resistance and temperature resilience 

along with the Azo dye corruption and decolorization. Five potential pressure tolerant bacterial 

separates were screened and demonstrated phenomenal outcomes with azo  color decolorization 

at the grouping of 10μg/ml and 20μg/ml both. 
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Introduction 

Azo dye  is one of the most broadly utilized manufactured colorants, establish the biggest class 

of engineered colors utilized in business applications. [1]. Because of quick industrialization and 

urbanization, a great deal of synthetic concoctions counting colors, shades, and fragrant sub-

atomic auxiliary mixes were broadly utilized in a few modern applications, for example, 

materials, printing, pharmaceuticals, sustenance, toys, paper, plastic and beautifiers. They are 

still generally utilized in material biting the dust, paper printing, beauty care products and 

nourishment enterprises [2]. Material enterprises devour a noteworthy portion of colors in India. 

Further, the material business of India likewise contributes about 14% of the all out mechanical 

generation of the nation on the grounds that the colors utilized in the material assembling does 

not hold fast to the filaments during coloring procedure and results in the creation of a lot of 

waste water displaying serious tinge. In this way, when the wastewater from material is 

straightforwardly discharged in the surface water with no treatment, causes a fast exhaustion of 

broke up oxygen which can prompts an extraordinary natural harm [3] [4]. At the point when 

colors are blended in the water framework, the infiltration of daylight significantly diminished 
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into more profound layers, which impacts photosynthetic action. That eventually brings about 

water quality disintegration, dropping the gas solvency, and furthermore causes serious harmful 

impacts on amphibian widely varied vegetation. Most of the colors which are discharged from 

wastewater are dangerous, cancer-causing, or mutagenic to people and other living things. This 

ought to be expelled before discharge into normal water streams. Decolorization of engineered 

colors is because of the cleavage of the chromophoric bunch which creates drab metabolic 

intermediates [5]. These moderate metabolites of the color substrates are fragrant amines [6] [7]. 

The cleavage of the chromophoric gathering of colors is a decrease process which requires redox 

counterparts (electron givers) that move electrons to the chrophoric gathering of colors [8]. 

The procedure of bacterial decolorization of azo color is influenced by different physicochemical 

operational parameters, for example, temperature, pH, color focus, supplementation of various 

carbon and nitrogen sources and so forth. These elements straightforwardly impact the bacterial 

decolorization execution of azo colors. Along these lines, to make the process increasingly 

effective, quicker and for all intents and purposes material, earlier assurance of the impact of 

each factor on the bacterial decolorization of azo colors is basic. In the present examination 

strong bacterial disengages were screened and described, for temperature opposition and 

affectability, salt resilience and resistance of pH. Further the segregates were tried for 

decolorization of azo color Acid Red 131 at two unique fixations. 

Result  

The isolated bacteria showed significant tolerance towards Ph, acid , salt and temperature. 

Conclusion 

Acid Red 151 is an azo dye due to the presence of a unique azo group. It is used in the textile 

industry to impart colour to various items like wool, fabric, paper, etc. Thus, It becomes an 

important part of the industry. Dye after use is usually flushed out in the environment through 

waterbodies. Water is also an essential component of the industry which is present in both the 

ingredients and the byproducts. Dye causes both soil and water pollution. It can also enter into 

the food chain and cause toxicity and cancers. 
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